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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
This fight is coming - to an explosive end! 

	 While some soldier cats ran from the fast approaching bomber planes, 
others stayed in the tanks and shot and the planes some more. One tank 
was lucky enough to shoot a bomber plane on the left side of its wing, and it 
spiraled to the right, away from the soldiers. It crashed, and then exploded. 
The explosion wasn’t large, but it was enough to discourage more soldier 
cats from staying in the tanks and armored police vehicles. But by now, the 
planes were nearly upon the tanks and armored police vehicles, and a few 
straggler soldiers. The planes were diving fast, and they would crash in mere 
seconds.


	 However, when the bomber planes seemed about to crash, they 
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Image above - Harvey, 
who is seeing the 
bomber planes dive 
bomb the soldiers and 
tanks and armored 
police vehicles as if in 
slow motion.
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banked up after dropping a bomb. The bombs 
exploded, and it just looked like the planes had 
crashed. The tank was not very damaged, but 
some of the machinery was smashed. However, 
most of the soldier cats were cheering. The 
bombers had most likely been killed in the 
“crash”, and all of the planes had been shot 
down. It was another job well done. 


	 However, while the soldier cats and the 
police cats whooped in satisfaction, Harvey 
noticed something odd. His house was quite 
close to where the bomber planes had 
“crashed”, and he was the only cat who had 
seen the bomber planes drop bombs and bank 
up. Harvey had seen the fighting before the dive, 
and knew that the bomber planes’ engines were 
damaged. They probably wouldn’t get far, but 
they’d be far enough away. If the police and 
soldier cats saw a damaged bomber plane on 
the ground, they’d probably assume that they’d 
shot it down. It was an amazing getaway, Harvey 
thought, but not perfect. 


	 Harvey ran outside to tell the police and soldiers what he had seen, 
but it was too late. The sound of gunfire echoed from high in the sky, and 
Harvey watched in dismay, as 3 bomber planes shot down one of the circling 
warplanes. Then the planes unleashed gunfire on the tanks, smashing their 

guns and damaging the treads. Soldiers pulled 
out their rifles and started shooting, but many 
were struck by the gunfire from above. One 
lucky shot landed on the wind of one of the 
bomber planes, and because of its already 
failing engine, it spiraled down and crashed. 


	 The armored police vehicles were full of 
soldiers, pointing their rifles up at the planes 
while trying to keep their head under the roof of 
the police vehicle. However, the bomber planes 

were fast and relentless, and it was hard to get shots off, let alone hit one of 
the 2 remaining planes.


	 Subscribe again for the defeat of these bombers!
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Image above - Harvey, 
who is telling North 
what he saw when the 
bomber planes 
“crashed”.

“How did you get 
a reporter into 
the area of the 
fight without 
being noticed?” 

 - JULIET, WHO IS IMPRESSED 
WITH OUR SNEAKINESS
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